STUDENTpatrol™ provides real-time tracking and emergency notification giving students, parents and school personnel a critical measure of safety.

STUDENTpatrol™ Features

- Track students whenever they enter or exit the bus instantly when they swipe their ID card. The driver is focused on safety and security of student transportation.
- Effectively manage daily transportation operations and accurately track ridership.
- Quickly and effectively respond and manage emergency situations.
- Bus rider status is automatically and immediately available to transportation personnel, principals, parents and school administration via a secure website.
- Continuously optimize bus routes and ridership.
- Compare and update your scheduled routes with actual driver routes to reflect accurate times and mileages.

STUDENTpatrol™ Benefits

- Bus and student tracking serves as a sophisticated tool to reduce costs for your district as well as provide your district with features for safely transporting students to and from school. There are a multitude of aspects to consider with tracking:
  - Adhere to Department of Education regulations to track ridership.
  - Provide data to federal and state government for revenue maximization.
  - Provide real-time data to administrators to help them better manage their routes and drivers resulting in potential savings of fuel, wages, and bus efficiency.
  - Capture actual data to help eliminate problem drivers (unauthorized rerouting, etc.)
  - Utilize as a risk management tool to possibly lower insurance premiums, and/or eliminate certain insurance claims, improve loss experience rating and save on cash liability payments.
  - Provide peace of mind to parents concerned with the safety of their children.

This tracking application can be used alone or can be easily added to BusBoss™ whenever your district administrators determine a need for tracking. You will not need two separate data centers for routing, tracking and alerts. BusBoss™ will do it all with one, fully integrated solution. No additional data work is required to use the real-time tracking version.

Integrate STUDENTpatrol™ software with your choice of GPS tracking hardware*  
* dependent upon vendor participation
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